
Helen O'Dwyer
Head of Client Services 
As Head of Client Services at TechNet IT Recruitment I get to partner with some of TechNet’s most valued 
clients ensuring they are provided with the best talent on the market and supporting their growth goals. 
I am dedicated to providing the very best experience to both candidates and clients by fully immersing 
myself in client brands to get a deep understanding of their requirements before scouring the globe to find 
the perfect fit. My main area of expertise lies in all things Agile and I have built a fantastic network of Agile 
Coaches, Scrum Masters, Project Managers, Architects and Product Owners. However, I love to learn and 
am constantly researching various technologies so feel confident turning my hand to support on a wide 
range of vacancies. 

CONTACT: hodwyer@technet-it.co.uk      0330 335 4260 

1 Vincent Avenue, Crownhill, Milton Keynes, MK80AB

RECOMMENDATIONS:

● Agile Appointments
● Agile Coaches

● PMO
● Project Managers

"Helen is a rare breed of technical recruiter 
that are hard to find. Not only is Helen 
professional and pleasant to work with, she 
also made a huge effort to understand what 
was important to me as a hiring manager 
before sending me a few, highly relevant 
profiles. Helen has the best understanding 
of Agile I've ever come across in a 
recruitment consultant, so was able to 
screen candidates very well before sending 
to me. Highly recommended!" 

David DeVilder
Head of Engineering, Assetz Capital

“I have interacted with very few recruiters 
like Helen who take professionalism to 
another level. Many thanks Helen.”

Ami Vora
Agile Coach, Johnson & Johnson

“Helen is proactive, knowledgeable, honest 
and open, always able to find answers to any 
questions, and all with a very positive 
attitude. I’d thoroughly recommend working 
with Helen.”

Alistair Singer
Head of E-Commerce, Simplify

WHERE WE DELIVER:
My main area of expertise lies in all things Agile and I have built a fantastic network of Agile Coaches, Scrum Masters, Project 
Managers, Architects and Product Owners. However, I love to learn and am constantly researching various technologies so 
feel confident turning my hand to support on a wide range of vacancies. 

● Scrum Masters
● Enterprise IT &

Architecture

● Business Analysts
● Client Engagement



CONTACT: hodwyer@technet-it.co.uk      0330 335 4260 

1 Vincent Avenue, Crownhill, Milton Keynes, MK80AB

RECOMMENDATIONS CONT'D:

"Helen is a wizardess recruiter. Highly 
skilled with a excellent knowledge of the 
current market. Helen, was able to answer 
almost all my questions even before I ask. 
Highly recommended! " 

Slawomir Cieslak 
Senior Engineer, Northgate Public Services

“I don't say this lightly, but Helen is 
probably the best recruiter I've ever used. 
Highly recommended! Would use again!”

Alan Kasim 
Fuse Universal

“I've worked with Helen on the last few 
recruitment drives at Abel & Cole. Her ability 
to spot talent quickly and put forward best 
candidates available for the role have saved 
me valuable time and meant that I have 
been able to successfully fill roles with a few 
days of sending Helen the job specs. I would 
recommend Helen to anyone looking for a 
recruiter who really knows her stuff and who 
will take pain out of the recruiting process.”

Adam Cerny 
Lead Developer, Abel & Cole

“Great to work with Helen who really 
understands the brief and provides quality 
and choice of candidates. A clear first choice 
in the tech sector!”

Dev Malle
Chief Business Development Officer, 
MyHomeMove




